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NATION 
University Copy Center relocates 
Toronto wins second straight World Series title 
In what turned out to be one of the most dramatic World Series 
endings, Joe Carter of the Toronto Blue Jays hit a game winning 
home run on Saturday to give the Jays their second consecutive 
title. 
Carter's three-run ninth-inning homer carried Toronto past the 
Philadelphia Phillies 8-6, thus taking the series 4-2. 
Despite being behind 6-5 heading into the seventh inning, 
Carter's hit off the Phillies' Mitch Williams was the hit of a life­
time. Carter said, "When Mitch came into the game, we knew 
something good could happen, and it did." 
Veteran Paul Molitor received the Most Valuable Player honor 
for the series. He said, "You run the gamut of emotions. From 
elation to being thankful to getting to home plate to join the mob 
scene." 
The game-winning hit was the first time a World Series ended 
with a homer since the Pittsburgh Pirates beat the New York 
Yankees in 1960. It was also the first-time a team repeated as 
world champions since the New York Yankees won back-to-back 
titlesin 1977 and 1978. 
Jury forewoman defends Reginal Denny verdicts 
In a meeting with the news media on Monday, the jury fore­
woman in the Reginald Denny beating trial defended the jury's 
verdict. 
The forewoman, a black woman in her 40's, read a statement 
on the jury's behalf that stated, "We do not condone what hap­
pened at Florence and Normandie," she read, referring to the 
intersection where Mr. Denny was attacked. "However, we the 
jury feel very confident that we did the best job possible given the 
evidence and the applicable law." 
In the trial, both defendants, Damian Williams and Henry 
Watson, were acquitted on most charges of beating truck driver 
Reginald Denny during the Los Angeles Riots last year. 
In response to whether or not the verdicts were racially moti­
ved, the forewoman concluded, "There has been a lot of 
expressed anger, shock, disbelief and speculation regarding the 
verdicts. The verdicts were decided according to the law. not 
trom intimidation, fear of another riot, nor were the verdicts 
phased on black versus white." 
m WORLD 
NATO favors U.S. plan to ease ties to the East 
The Clinton Administration's plan to offer former Soviet 
Republics and East European countries closer cooperation wi 
N*T0 but not early membership in the alliance, was embraced 
ky European defense ministers last Friday. . ' 
A The plan, outlmed at a meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Vnization by Secretary of Defense Les Aspm, raised the pos 
^ility of eventual assimilation of the former Warsaw Pact coun­
ts into NATO." .. , 
However, the prevailing NATO view was not forgotten, whie 
*** that while cooperation can be expanded, no new members 
sbould be admitted in the next several years. 
Ukraine votes to keep Chernobyl in operation 
Nuclear energy production will continue at t e 
Pta. a Ukrainian Parliament voted on last Thur*by.. ttos 
^ng i,s earlier decision of two years ago ,0 close down the 
plant for good by the end of 1993. , in 
£ of *e s^ 
6' forced the evacuation of tens of thou 
laminated countless more with radiation^ oug 
st'mates range from 32, authorities say thousands more w 
die prematurely because of mr^s 
The decision to keep the plant open . P ^ reliance 
on7 l° d6Velop domestic emVgy. P which Ukraine has had 
main energy supplier, Russia, wi 
relations since the breakup of the S O V K ^  
^ Although safety concerns and ne®a^aj^rs say the reversal 
Government close the reactors, law * shortages 
W°uld ease the country's budget deficit and energy short. g . 
Erika Ekman 
Senior Staff Writer 
After four years in business, 
the University Copy Center has 
moved to a new location on cam­
pus. Operating out of what used 
to be home to the campus barber 
shop, the copy center now neigh­
bors the Personnel Services office 
and provides convenient access 
to all UOP students, staff, faculty 
and departments. 
"We consider ourselves a com­
mercial copy center," said Copy 
Center Supervisor Jim Cox. 
According to Cox, the campus 
copy center charges at least 27 
percent less than certain off-cam-
pus businesses while providing a 
comparable range of services. 
For the past four years, the 
copy center operated from a 
small area in the McCaffrey 
Center game room. Due to safety 
violations, the Stockton Fire 
Department, as well as the 
Occupational Safety and Hazard 
Association (OSHA), ordered 
that the business be relocated. 
Providing a proper exit and venti­
lation system, the new location 
meets the safety requirements. 
Although the move was 
mandatory, it seems to have 
occurred at just the right time. 
According to Cox, business has 
increased over the past four years 
and the demand for the services 
provided to the campus commu-
Larger space allows for faster and more complete service 
nity has finally outgrown the 
small space that the business for­
merly occupied. 
According to University Book 
Store Director A1 Warren, proper 
care of the printing machines was 
impossible within the space 
available at the McCaffrey 
Center location. It was not 
unusual to see pieces of the 
machines spread throughout the 
games area during repair and 
upgrading. 
Now that adequate space is 
available, it is much easier for the 
copy center to provide a faster 
and more complete service. 
The copy center is open 
Monday through Friday from 8 
a.m. until 8 p.m. and offers copy 
printing of various quantities, fax 
services, book reproductions, 
several styles of binding, resume 
production with matching 
envelopes, flyer and poster 
enlargements and much more. 
The center also offers 45 different 
colors of paper. 
"It's really much more than 
just a copy center," said Warren, 
"We're trying to do something 
that is beneficial to the whole 
University." 
Instructors frequently utilize 
the service for running copies of 
exams and syllabi. Students can 
have Macintosh files laser print­
ed. Fax users can enjoy plain 
paper that does not curl at the 
edges while receiving faxes free 
of charge. Expensive text books 
can be duplicated for much less 
than the cost of buying a new 
book. Professional services are 
now conveniently available to 
anyone on campus. Off-campus 
customers are also welcome. 
The University Copy Center 
invites everyone at UOP to take a 
look at what it has to offer during 
Friday's Open House. The two 
hour event begins at 1 p.m. and 
will be catered by ARA Dining 
Services. 
Bonfire pep rally planned for Homecoming 
This year's Homecoming is 
well on its way to being the best 
ever. Kicking-off this year's 
schedule of events before the big 
game against the University of 
Nevada, Reno on Saturday, will 
be the first-ever "Homecoming 
bonfire rally." 
The pep rally, which takes 
place on Friday, Oct. 29, will fea­
ture UOP's pep band, cheerlead­
ers, special guest speaker Ben 
Parks and the Pacific community. 
Leading into the pep-rally will 
be a "March Across Campus," 
beginning at 7 p.m., which will 
start at the fraternity and sorority 
houses by President Bill 
Atchley's home. 
The march will then proceed 
to Grace Covell Hall, down the 
street to South/West Residence 
Hall and on to the Quad 
Residence Halls, picking up stu­
dents, alumni, faculty, parents 
and supporters along the way. 
The march will end at Brookside 
Field where the pep rally will 
take place. 
Because of fire regulations, an 
actual bonfire is not possible. 
Therefore, the rally will include a 
special ground effects fireworks 
show and display. 
Featured guest speaker at the 
pep rally will be Ben Parks, a 
two-year football letter winner at 
College of the Pacific in 1955 
and 1956. 
Parks, who graduated in 1957 
and went on to an outstanding 30 
year coaching and teaching 
career, has often been referred to 
as the "Great Motivator" for his 
inspirational personal example of 
commitment, dedication and hard 
work. 
Coach Parks also serves as a 
personal trainer for such leg­
endary athletes as Joe Montana, 
Roger Craig and Jerry Rice. 
He will be focusing his speech 
on the issue of "tearing down the 
barriers that separate college 
communities and on becoming a 
unified campus family." 
This year's first-ever 
Homecoming pep rally is a terrif­
ic way for UOP to show its sup­
port for the Tigers football team. 
Paint your face, bring noise mak­
ers and flashlights, makes signs, 
get in the spirit. 
The rally is an excellent 
opportunity for the entire Pacific 
community - students, faculty, 
staff and administration - to come 
together and celebrate our unity 
as a campus community. 
So be there and show your 
support for our team and our 
University!!! 
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Due to popular request, the summit will be open for a trial period with lim­
ited service from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. this Saturday.. 
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Homecoming '93 set to provide 
This weekend's Masquerade Homecoming 1993 is an event for 
everyone - UOP students, alumni, community members and children. 
Featuring everything from a pep rally, jazz concert, carnival, food 
court, strolling entertainers, costume contests, reunions, open houses 
and education programs, this year's event is sure to be a winner. 
Come on out and support the Tigers as they take on the University 
of Nevada, Reno Wolf Pack. Let's make this the most memorable 
Homecoming ever! 
Here is a schedule of Homecoming events planned for 
Friday, Oct. 29, through Sunday, Oct. 31. 
Friday, Oct. 29 
From 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., chil­
dren accompanied by an adult 
can participate in the Miracle 
Mile Safe Trick or Treating. 
UOP's Pacific Alumni 
Association will hold its 36th 
Annual Distinguished Alumni 
Awards Banquet at Raymond 
Great Hall at 5 p.m. 
The Pre-Homecoming Pep 
Rally is also planned to begin at 
7:15 p.m. The rally will include 
a "March Across Campus," that 
will begin near President 
Atchley's home and conclude at 
Brookside Field. Special guest 
speaker Ben Parks is also sched­
uled to speak, and a six-minute 
ground effects fireworks show 
will take place immediately fol­
lowing. 
At 8 p.m., the UOP Jazz 
Ensemble will perform under the 
direction of Mike Vax at Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall. General 
admission is $6. UOP students 
and children 12 and under $3. 
Tickets will be available at the 
door only, and the Box Office 
will open at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 30 
Homecoming Day will begin 
with the "Pacific 5K," a 3.1 mile 
fun-run at 8 a.m. on Saturday. 
Hosted by UOP, runners and 
walkers throughout the commu­
nity are encouraged to attend. 
The run will start and finish in 
Stagg Memorial Stadium. All 
participants will receive com­
memorative t-shirts and prizes 
will be awarded for those placing 
first through third in all age 
groups. Entry fee is $15 and 
advanced registration is appreci­
ated. Registration will also be 
available after 7 a.m. on race day 
at the north entrance to Stagg 
Memorial Stadium. For more 
information, contact UOP's 
Athletic Department at (209) 
946-2472. 
At 9 a.m., come and watch the 
soccer match at Brookside Field 
between the UOP Soccer Club 
and the alumni. 
During the morning and early 
afternoon, the following UOP 
schools will have open houses 
and mini reunions with deans and 
faculty: 
*College of the Pacific, 
Knoles Field, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Call the COP office at (209) 946-
2141 for department reunion 
referrals. 
*School of International 
Studies, George Wilson Hall, 9 
a.m. to 11 a.m. 
*School of Business and 
Public Administration, Weber 
Hall, 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. and tail­
gate party, Knoles Field, 11 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. 
*School of Engineering, 
Regents' Dining Room, 10:30 
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
*School of Education tailgate 
party, Knoles Field, 10 a.m. to 1 
p.m. 
*University College tailgate 
party, Knoles Field, 10 a.m. to 1 
p.m. 
The afternoon's festivities will 
feature a pie toss, face painting, 
pumpkin carving, fish catching 
and speed pitching. There will 
also be a dunking machine. 
Attendees can dress up for the 
costume contest and try to win 
prizes and awards. 
Comedian and UOP commu­
nication professor Alan Ray will 
serve as master of ceremonies to 
introduce the 1993 Homecoming 
Court. 
"Rhythm Council," a five-
piece band, will perform contem­
porary music as well as hits from 
the '60s through the '80s. 
The premier event of the day 
is the football game. Kick-off is 
scheduled for 1:35 p.m. when the 
UOP Tigers take on the Won 
Pack of the University of 
Nevada, Reno. Tickets may be 
purchased at the Pacific Box 
Office from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 
(209) 946-2474. 
Other reunions include: 
*40th reunion, combined 
Class of 1952-53, Raymond 
Great Hall, 6 p.m. 
*25th reunion, Class of 1968, 
Woodbridge Country Club, 
Woodbridge, 6 p.m. 
* 10th reunion, Class of 1983, 
Raymond Common Room, 6.30 
p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 31 
In conjunction with 
Homecoming Weekend, the 
School of Pharmacy will hold a 
Continuing Education Program 
titled: "Gastrointestinal 
Disorders," from 9 a.m. to 12 
p.m. at the Pharmacy Rotunda 
Room 103. Call (209)946-2303 
for more information. 
•Sometime between 5 p.m 
Oct. 18 and 8:30 a.m.. Ocb 19, 
someone forced entry into the 
ASUOP Annex and took petty 
C3S*On Oct. 22, someone 
smashed a window of a vehic e 
parked on North Service Road 
by the levee. The incident was 
reported at 7:45 a.m. 
^A stereo valued at $300 was 
taken from a vehicle sometime 
between 11 p.m., Oct. 20 and 
3:30 a.m., Oct. 21. The incident 
caused $400 in damage. 
-Fire Alarm System 
Tampering 
* Public Safety and the Office 
of Student Life are investigating 
an incident of tampering with 
fire alarm equipment that 
occurred in Grace Covell Hall 
Oct. 17 at 12:50 a.m. on 
Tampering with fire alarm sys­
tems and equipment is very seri­
ous and could put many lives in 
jeopardy for what may have 
been intended as a joke, 
-DUI Arrest 
*On Oct. 22 at 1-5^ 
Public Safety office,^ 
subject for DUI. ^ 
-Alcohol Violations 
*Three intoxicated p 
campus were contacted and 
tified as belonging to a fra," 
on Oct. 17. The matter 
referred to the Office of 
Life for review/disc^ 
action. 
*On Oct. 23, two under. 
students were contacted re 
ing their possession of open 
tainers of alcohol beverages 
, *Four more under-age 
dents were identified 
same violation on Oct. 24. 
-Did you know? 
*Public Safety officers 
vided 73.81 hours of fi 
and 53.18 hours of bicycle 
to the campus. 
* Escorts were provid* 
four students. 
(see Crime page 12) 
Haunted Homecoming  
South/West Residence Hall, located on the UOP campus, present, its 21st annual Haunted 
^Tiife on^i^lm'idy e'vlTwUl feature [he residents of South/West and other UOP students as the,, 
out to make this activity a hair-raising and fun experience for the whole community. 
South/West's annual event, the oldest in the Stockton area, has been 
Governor vetoes Cal-Loans Bill 
State Treasurer Kathleen 
Brown criticized Gov. Pete 
Wilson on Monday for betraying 
middle-income Californians by 
vetoing for a second time a stu­
dent loan program designed to 
help middle-income students and 
families finance the rising costs 
of a college education. 
"The Governor's veto proves 
that he's out of touch with mid­
dle-income families who have to 
save and struggle to put their kids 
in college," Brown said. "He 
doesn't seem to understand that if 
we don't start taking care of mid­
dle-class Californians, we won't 
have a middle-class left to take 
care of." 
If the program had passed, the 
Treasurer would have leveraged 
$6 million in existing funds of 
the California Student Loan 
Authority, which Brown chairs, 
under the innovative California 
Alternative Loan Program (Cal-
Loans). Therefore, as much as 
$200 million in low-cost loans at 
fixed-rates as low as 7 
would have been percent 
financed. 
Moreover, the program would 
not have required any additional 
General Fund funding, and the 
risk of loan defaults would have 
fallen on the participating col­
leges, not the state. 
"This program is about 
stretching the dollars further. It's 
smart. It's innovative. And it 
wouldn't have cost taxpayers a 
dime," said Brown. 
In his veto message, the gover­
nor said that the federal financial 
aid programs would be sufficient 
to meet the needs of California's 
students. 
"The Governor's veto means 
that middle-income Californians' 
hopes for affordable financial aid 
now rest with the federal govern­
ment," Brown said. "But as 
we've seen, Washington has been 
slow to provide Californians with 
money for everything from 
immigration to defense conver­
sion. That's why we needed an 
alternative like the Cal-Loans 
program. 
The Cal-Loans bill (SB 589), 
was first introduced and vetoed 
by Wilson in 1992. However, in 
the wake of a third round of 
tuition hikes at many California 
colleges and uncertainty sur­
rounding new federal loan pro­
grams, the bill was reintroduced 
this year by Brown and bill spon­
sor Sen. Patrick Johnston (D-
Stockton). 
Brown said she will now 
explore other options to assist 
middle-income students and fam­
ilies, including the possible rein-
troduction of the bill for the third 
consecutive year. 
"The unfortunate result is that 
some students will now be forced 
to focus less on college and more 
on earning money, while others 
will be priced out of a college 
education altogether," said 
Brown, who pointed out that bud­
get cuts and rising tuition costs 
have already reduced enrollments 
in the California State University 
system by 23,000 students. 
According to past patrons, 
"the best" 
More than 600 visitors toured last year's Haunted House event, which contains all kinds of scary 
goblins and spooky characters guaranteed to thrill everyone. In addition, due to its popularity, a 30 to 
minute wait is very typical for "fright-goers." 
Guided tours will begin at 7 p.m. and will continue until closing, 
cent per person donation will be appreciated at the door. 
South/West is located at the comer of Campus Way and Stadium Drive. For more Haunted Houseii 
mation, contact South/West Hall's front desk at 946-2897. 
Between the events on Homecoming Day and the late-night horror movies, what better way to 
rush of Halloween than to experience the fun and excitement of South/West's Haunted House. 
Come on down for a visit. Ghosts and goblins far scarier than "Jason" and "Freddy" are waiting! 
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KUOP appoints new director 
for development and marketing 
Kim Hall 
University Relations 
KUOP 91.3 FM, UOP's 
National Public Radio affiliate, 
has appointed Bridget Parks as 
the station's new director of 
Development and Marketing, 
according to Dennis Easter, act­
ing station manager. 
"We are very fortunate to 
have Bridget as a full-time staff 
member at KUOP, and I am 
confident that her knowledge, 
skill and dedication to public 
radio will be an asset to the sta­
tion," Easter said. 
Parks brings to KUOP 16 
years of experience in working 
with public radio to her new 
position. Most recently, she 
served as the director of 
membership and major giving 
for the Minnesota Public 
Radio stations, KLSE-
FM/KZSE-FM in Rochester, 
Minn. 
She also gained further 
expertise in the field working as 
director of marketing and mem­
ber services and as director of 
marketing for the same stations. 
Appointed to the director's 
position in the midst of KUOP's 
annual fall fund drive, Parks 
said, "I would like to increase 
the portion of the budget that 
comes from underwriting. I 
need to spend some time look­
ing at what my predecessors 
accomplished and expand from 
there. I plan to target markets 
that have previously been 
ignored as well as utilize the 
marketing tools that have been 
effective." 
KUOP's annual fall fund 
drive began Oct. 9 and will con­
tinue through Oct. 29. 
To donate (membership 
begins at $35 and includes a 
program guide subscription. 
Any amount is welcome, how­
ever), just make out a check to 
KUOP and send it via campus 
mail, or call 946-2582 and 
make a pledge. 
Volunteers are needed for on-
air tundraising, answering the 
phones and other duties. For 
more information, contact 
Crystal Beasley at #2582. 
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"Kev...," she squeaked. Her 
wrapped around an exten-
cord and she sprawled 
the floor. 
Jenny lives next door to Mark 
We refuse to let her come 
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mack for breaking things. We 
her roommates, Megan 
tina, have suffered at 
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Kevin," said Jenny, com­
fy recovered. "I'm here to 
you, we're leaving. None of 
"That girl is a put?.." 
Driving south on 1-5, 1 
thought about the time Jenny had 
knocked over that cup of coffee 
on our computer. The computer 
had survived, but Mark lost three 
pages of his term paper when he 
panicked and pulled the plug 
after the spill. Jenny had looked 
so awful. Her face turned purple 
and her eyes got all watery. She 
looked so scared, Mark took one 
look at her and started laughing. 
He's a pretty cool guy. 
"Remember that coffee 
thing," said Mark, a few miles up 
the 205. "God, that was funny." 
"Yea, she brought us home­
made cookies for a week. Jenny 
had tried so hard to make it up to 
us. She wasn't a bad cook either. 
"Oh yea, those were pretty 
g...What the heck?" 
The truck bumbled over to the 
side of the freeway. Mark and I 
looked at each other recognizing 
Can stand it here any more, the particular feel of the bump 
"A flat," Mark said. 
"Uh-Huh," I confirmed, with 
my head out the window. 
We were silent for a moment. 
understands the connections and 
similarities between varied cul­
tures. "People are the same, 
regardless of what country you're 
in," Fuentes said. 
Born in Cagayan de Oro, 
Philippines, Fuentes learned 
English as a second language. 
Fuentes moved to Seattle, Wash., 
at age seven, yet has to this date 
kept close ties with her Filipino 
heritage. Her interest in travel 
brought her to the UOP 
International Relations 
Department. Fuentes' destination 
was Berlin. "The Unification 
process in Europe seemed central 
to my field of study," Fuentes 
recalls. "I felt like I was watching 
history in the making." 
Fuentes' first encounter in 
Germany set the pace for the 
remainder of her stay. "The fami­
ly I stayed with was extremely 
nice - very friendly. They really 
spoke only German, so they had 
to help me understand even the 
simplest things, at first." Fuentes 
recounts how she accepted the 
social unrest around her. 
"The graffiti is different in 
Berlin. It is expression; both 
artistic and political. It did not 
seem ugly to me, even though it 
was everywhere." 
Fuentes also stated that by the 
end of her term she felt like an 
integral member of her host fami­
ly. She wanted to stay in Berlin. 
Instead of returning to the 
U.S., Fuentes spent three weeks 
traveling throughout Europe, and 
another week in Hong Kong. As 
summer came, Fuentes returned 
to her homeland in the 
Philippines. In the comfort of her 
native surroundings, Fuentes con­
templated all she had seen and 
done. "I realized I wanted to 
understand the world more," 
Fuentes said. "With so many 
good people out there, one has to 
wonder why there is so much 
violence." 
As far as Fuentes is concerned, 
people are all the same. "Cultural 
beliefs aside, people have the 
same concerns no matter where 
you are." 
When asked if it was difficult 
to return to the United States, 
Fuentes replied, "Actually, I had 
to remember how to speak 
English again. It was kind of 
P a c i f i c  F a c e s  
Bevery Miller cleans up Knoles Hall 
Sally Shore 
Senior Staff Writer 
Comfortably scrunched up on 
the stairs inside Knoles Hall, 
Beverly Miller takes a short 
break from her work. She is not 
worried about class preparation 
or even about getting to class on 
time. She does not have to 
answer phones or type memos. 
Beverly has a much more exi­
gent responsibility - keeping 
Knoles Hall beautiful. 
For 10 years, Beverly has 
cleaned and maintained various 
buildings across the campus. Her 
consistent daily work at Burns 
Tower and Knoles Hall, has 
caused her to become close 
friends with both professors and 
students that are regular visitors 
of these buildings. 
It takes a sense of humor to 
clean Knoles Hall. Beverly's 
supply closet is stashed away in 
a corner of the men's room. It 
always provides a laugh for 
passing professors. 
"When ever I see the door 
propped open, I holler, 'Beverly 
are you hanging around in that 
men's room again. Get outta 
there,'" laughs Estelle Llau, 
women's studies professor and 
regular of Knoles Hall. 
"You gotta laugh," said 
Beverly, about the many hours 
she spends in the men's room. 
"You can't be serious all the time 
around here." 
Beverly explains that working 
at Knoles Hall is a wonderful 
experience. "I can't say anything 
bad about any of the people here. 
Even the VPs are nice," she 
smiles. 
Beverly is thought of by many 
as an asset to the efficient running 
of the building from every aspect. 
One can always catch a smile 
while passing her on the stairs. 
Her special efforts aid in keeping 
professors and students happy 
with the building's condition. 
"I had to move from the Ed. 
building because my allergies are 
so bad," explained Dr. Llau. 
"Beverly has made the building 
so comfortable, I can breathe 
again. 
Dr. Douglas Teddards, 
English professor, described the 
panic that arose throughout the 
building last January, when con­
tract differences threatened 
Beverly's position, along with 
many of her coworkers'. 
"I was one of several, in this 
building, who wrote a letter to 
the supervisors, on her behalf," 
Teddards said. "A good deal of 
pressure was brought down on 
the administration from this 
building, as we expressed our 
support." 
Watching Beverly at work in 
Knoles Hall, one can understand 
the appreciation that the build­
ing's occupants have for her. Her 
success is demonstrated by the 
sparkle of a bathroom mirror or 
in the dirtless carpets that span 
the building. It takes a lot of care 
to consistently keep these older 
buildings looking beautiful. 
Beverly's careful work and lively 
attitude make her an important 
part of campus life. 
W h a t ' s  u p  D o c  
Sarah Grimes, M.D. 
Q: What do you do when a 
friend admits to anorexia, yet 
refuses help or anything to get 
better. I fear she's headed for the 
worst! 
A: Eating disorders, including 
both anorexia nervosa and bulim­
ia, are common among college-
age students, especially women. 
Anorexia nervosa is defined as an 
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Mark looked up and smiled. 
Jenny's Almond Butter 
as well as an important part of 
her life. 
cent or more of a person's normal 
weight. Bulimia is a severe eating 
disorder of compulsive bingeing 
and purging. A bulimic will eat 
large quantities of food, and then 
purges by vomiting, using laxa­
tives or by excessive exercise. 
Concern for a friend with these 
characteristics is certainly war­
ranted as both can lead to severe 
or fatal health problems. 
When confronting a friend or 
loved one, it is very important to 
be non-judgmental and a good 
listener. Suggest a visit to the 
counseling or health center and 
offer to be there in support, but 
do not make the appointment for 
you friend. Stress to your friend 
your concern about the health 
risks associated with their eating 
habits. Be aware of other sub­
stance abuse problems such as 
diet pills, tobacco and alcohol. 
On an editorial note, we have 
become a country driven by the 
advertising media. Television, 
magazine advertising and 
movies, to name a few, have 
defined in graphic detail the per­
fect man and woman. 
Unfortunately, this perfect 
woman, tall and thin, is quickly 
imprinted upon our minds and 
often sets up a spiraling journey 
of diets, purging and excessive 
exercise to attain a goal that is 
biologically never meant to be. It 
is not uncommon to hear third-
and fourth-grade female students 
talk about dieting. Take a look at 
paintings of nude women in the 
Renaissance period. These are 
images of real women with a nat­
ural beauty reflected through the 
eyes of master artists. We need to 
return to these basics and judge 
ourselves by an inner beauty of 
intelligence, compassion, sense 
of humor, honesty and integrity. 
The students of the Student 
Health Advisory Committee 
(SHAC) have chosen eating dis­
orders as a theme of education 
for the month of October. 
Different education activities and 
opportunities have been available 
on campus. Hopefully, an 
informed campus community can 
better recognize students with 
potential eating disorders, allow­
ing for early intervention and 
treatment. 
Do not forget that flu shots 
will be available through mid-
November. 
Eating 101: Anorexia and bulimia 
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3/4 cup whole almonds 
1/4 cup sugar 
1 cup flour 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
6 tablespoons unsalted butter 
1 egg yolk 
1/4 teaspoon almond extract 
Preheat oven to 325 F. Grind 
almonds and 1/4 cup sugar m 
processor. Blend in flour and sale 
Add cut up butter pieces. Use 
on/off turns until mixture ,s 
coarsely blended. Add yolk and 
extract; blend until dough forms 
dumps Shape dough into one-
inch balls. Place evenly on cook-
" sheet. Press flat bottomed glass 
Into sugar, then press g ass on 
ball to flatten. Repeat process 
with all cookies. Bake until gold­
en brown, about 25 minutes. 
Student Health 
Advisory Committee 
Millions of people are literally 
starving for perfection with the 
idea that "thin" is the only way to 
look. Between 15 to 20 percent 
of those people with eating disor­
ders die from their obsession, 
according to the American 
Anorexia/Bulimia Association. 
The most common eating dis­
orders include anorexia nervosa 
(self-starvation) and bulimia 
(bingeing and purging). Some 
experts also consider compulsive 
overeating as an eating disorder, pus-wide survey of 280 stu-
Many things contribute to the dents the following are the 
ders are diseases of denial. Some 
ways of treating the eating disor­
der victim include therapy/coun­
seling, family support, nutrition 
counseling, drugs and eating dis­
order clinics. 
The Student Health Advisory 
Committee, Cowell Student 
Health Center, Counseling Center 
and ARA Campus Dining 
Services are working together in 
the attempt to improve the well­
ness of the students at UOR 
SHAC conducted a cam-
development of an eating disor­
der, but medically it is classified 
as an emotional disorder. It seems 
as if someone should just be able 
to tell an anorexic to start eating 
normally again. Most of the time 
this does not work because an 
eating disorder involves much 
more than the issues of weight 
and eating. 
Like alcoholism, eating disor-
questions and the percentages 
of those results. 
Students who live... 
on campus - 72% 
off campus - 28% 
Upperclassmen - 27% 
Lowerclassmen - 73% 
1) How often do you think 
about losing weight? 
Never - 28% 
Sometimes - 46% 
Everyday- 16% 
All the time -10% 
2) Have you ever vomited 
to lose weight? 
yes - 6%, no - 94% 
Have you ever used laxa­
tives to lose weight? 
yes - 3%, no - 97% 
Have you ever used 
diuretics to lose weight? 
yes - 3%, no - 97% 
Have you ever exercised 
everyday to lose weight? 
yes - 34%, no - 66% 
Have you ever fasted to 
lose weight? 
yes - 17%, no - 83% 
3) Do friends and family 
"bother" you about your 
weight? 
yes - 17%, no - 83% 
4) Do you avoid eating with 
others? 
yes - 2%, no - 98% 
5) Do you feel guilty after 
you've eaten? 
yes - 18%, no - 82% 
6) Do you feel out of con­
trol around food? 
yes - 14%, no - 86% 
7) Have you recently lost or 
gained 10-15 pounds over a 
short period of time? 
yes -17%, no - 83% 
8) Do you feel like you 
have to hide the real you? 
yes - 9%, no - 91% 
9) Are you frequently upset 
by the way you look? 
yes - 22%, no - 78% 
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Homecoming 
court 
candidates 
announced 
The Homecoming 
Court finalists have been 
announced. They are featured 
here with their picture, name, 
sponsoring organization, major 
and their year in school. 
Students may vote for 
their favorite male and female 
candidate on Thursday, Oct. 28 
and Friday, Oct. 29 from 11 
p.m. to 3 p.m. in the McCaffrey 
Center. The coronation will 
take place at the halftime of 
Homecoming football game 
versus University of Nevada, 
Reno on Saturday, Oct. 30. 
MONEY, 
MAJORS, AND 
MORE!!! 
Burton Jay Nadler 
Director UOP Career Services 
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Junior 
You probably realize by 
now that we had quite a few 
visitors on campus last Sunday. 
About 1,000 prospective stu­
dents, with parents, siblings and 
significant others in tow spent 
most of the morning and after­
noon learning all that they could 
about UOR 
With inquiries still 
reverberating through my brain, 
I am reminded that I do have 
some least favorite questions. 
Quite honestly, these are the 
most often asked by parents, 
reporters, deans and, believe it 
or not, by Uncle Harry. Harry is 
a mythical character, but one we 
all know. He is a member of our 
family who is bold enough to 
ask anything at anytime and is 
usually thought of as being 
obnoxious. Sometimes Uncle 
Harry is our brother (or brother-
in-law), our sister, or our mom, 
but most frequently he is our 
father or uncle (there must be 
some male chromosomal link to 
dumb questions). Let us exam­
ine two of my least favorite and 
related inquiries: 
How many students have you 
placed? 
What is your school's place­
ment rate? 
Well, during the years I 
have been in career services I 
have worked directly with about 
15,347 students and alumni 
(yes, I counted), but I have not 
"placed" one. Did that shock 
you? Although I may be playing 
a bit of a semantic game, I do 
not believe job seekers get 
placed into opportunities by 
career service professionals. I 
do believe strongly that it is our 
mission to teach and enhance 
job search skills, to facilitate 
interactions between job seekers 
and recruiters, to source candi­
dates for firms who post with 
our office and to motivate stu­
dents and alumni to explore 
career options. But, it is not 
within our realm of capability to 
place someone in a position. 
Yes, we do track the job 
search status of graduates at 
commencement and document 
our findings in annual reports. 
Many cite that our postings, 
recruiting mechanisms or alum­
ni and faculty contacts were 
lowitson 
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Junior was 
sources of their opportunities. 
In fact, a "UOP connection" of 
some kind typically accounts 
for 40 to 60 percent of the job 
search success stories told at 
graduation. We often create tra­
ditional and innovative recruit­
ing programs and services and 
we are proud of our Career 
Faire, Alumni Forum, Regional 
Pharmacy Recruiting,, 
Accounting Recruiting 
Reception and UOP Senior and 
Alumni Resume Collection. 
We often solicit job 
postings from employers and 
refer job seekers personally to 
specific opportunities. And, we 
do collect and send recruiters 
resumes as well as listings of 
students interested in particular 
fields. But, we do not place job 
seekers in jobs! 
My colleagues will tell 
you how often I say "If only 
one person gets a job through 
our efforts at this event, it will 
be worth it," and I do praise our 
staff (Helen, Jo and Norma) for 
their many, many hours. But, I 
sincerely believe it is always the 
jog seeker who "places" 
him/herself in situations which 
result in job search success. To 
think otherwise would be 
counter to the most critical 
philosophies of career ser­
vices—"personal responsibili­
ty" 
Seniors and alumni 
must be both responsible for 
and response-able for their job 
search. We can do a great deal 
with regards to self- assessment, 
career exploration, resume writ­
ing, job search skills building, 
recruiting and post offer analy­
sis. But, all activities begin with 
first steps—steps to the second 
floor of McConchie Hall. After 
these initial steps, other strides 
and, often, leaps will follow. 
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10f intelligence for the C1A' ^ S1^ 
The University of the 
Pacific Conservatory of Music 
presents Dr. Charles Schilling 
in his 20th annual harpsichord 
recital on Tuesday, Nov. 2 at 8 
p.m. in Morris Chapel on the 
Pacific campus. 
This performance will 
actually be his 51st solo recital 
on the Stockton campus 
(including numerous organ 
recitals) and will include 
German, Italian and Spanish 
music of the Baroque period. 
The major work will be 
Johann Sebastian Bach's 
"Partita, No. 6, in E Minor." 
Admission to the concert is 
free. 
Other works include 
Sonata in C Minor, Opus 5, 
No. 6, written by Bach's 
youngest son, Johann 
International conferences as the 
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four show more influence of the 
Spanish than the Italian style. 
Following the concert, 
members of the audience will 
be invited to examine Dr. 
Schilling's harpsichord. Many 
consider that Janine Johnson's 
exquisite paintings on the lid 
and soundboard make the 
instrument truly unique and 
among the most beautiful to be 
found in the world. Master 
builder John Phillips of 
Berkeley built the instrument. It 
is a double Franco-Flemish 
nature of Baroque 
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SONY'S Data Discman Audio Electronic Book Player with built-in speaker 
Eight semesters, four spring breaks, maybe a summer abroad, and graduation await you. Why not 
make it easier and more exciting with the Data Discman? Features: new advanced easy to use 
retrieval system and multi-lingual capability. The included World Travel Translator provides 
translations in 8 languages with text accompanied by real voice recordings. DD20B 
Included with your Data Discman: 
• New Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 
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alleys, hotel rooms, and posh 
restaurants around the world. His 
slide-illustrated programs intro­
duce his audiences 
world of international 
and terrorism, ustng 
more than 12,000 photographs 
personally taken by James and 
used in his intelligence reports to 
the CIA. 
During the "Cold War" it was 
James' 800-page secret intelli­
gence report, also requested by 
the Executive Office of the 
President, which was the first to 
document the Russian capability 
to reload its ICBM launch silos 
and to develop its own Space 
Shuttle. James has personally met 
high-level Soviet spies such as 
Nikolai Beloussouv, mastermind 
of the Keeler-Profumo sex scan­
dal that rocked Great Britain, and 
Soviet scientists such a 
Leonid Sedov, father of the 
Sputnik, the world's first space 
satellite. 
During the "Reagan Era" 
James traveled to Cuba and 
Central America, meeting Contra 
rebels, photographing Russian 
submarines in Cuba, and 
researching material on interna­
tional drug trafficking and narco-
terrorism. 
James has been named "win­
ning speaker", along with David 
Brinkely, Jack Anderson, and F. 
Lee Bailey, by Talent Magazine 
and the International Platform 
Association, following an audi­
ence poll. 
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Petter fames will speak on Nov. 4 at 7 pm in Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
Pacific Market makes waves 
Jump in — the water's fine! On Monday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m., University 
of the Pacific Conservatory of Music's PACIFIC MARKET: Fresh 
Music From Around The World will open its third season with a 
splash. This most unusual concert, titled "Water Music," will feature 
recent works by adventurous composers for any who seek the fun and 
challenge of music composed at the threshold of the 21st century. Each 
piece on the concert is in some way connected with the theme of water, 
and PACIFIC MARKET director Curt Veeneman says he has lined up a 
variety of musical experiences that are guaranteed to "rock the boat." 
Sounds will emerge from diverse sources ranging from a living, 
oceanic instrument to a data glove interacting with computer as per­
formed respectively by emerging Bay Area composers Krystyna 
Bobrowski and Mark Trayle. Additional works will feature amplified 
flute, cello and piano, percussion, harpsichord and electronic tape. 
American composer George Crumb's "Vox Balaenae" (Voice of the 
Whale), for three masked players, will create an undersea world in light 
and sound. The Conservatory's Mat Krejci will be featured on electric 
flute. "Reflections on the Nature of Water," by Jacob Druckman, is a 
virtuosic work for solo marimba; it will be performed by Conservatory 
of Music professor Allen Brown. 
Japanese composer Toru Takemitsu will be represented by two 
works. "Rain Dreaming" is an evocative new composition awash in the 
centuries-old sound of the harpsichord. Internationally-known key­
board artist Audrey Andrist will perform. "Rain Tree," inspired by an 
exotic plant that seems to produce its own rain, is scored for three per­
cussionists who perform in varying patterns of light on stage. 
As this concert is likely to make its audience thirsty, coupons will be 
given to all ticket holders for a free drink from the espresso bar at Safari 
Coffee and Tea Company on March Lane. Those who sign up to be on 
the mailing list will be eligible to win a free compact disc from Tower 
Records. The concert will be held in Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Tickets 
are $3. Pacific students and children 12 and under attend free. 
Take It To The Streets 
ASUOP Connection 
Student Information 
Homecoming has arrived! Elections for King and Queen will be 
held today and tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the dining halls 
and from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the McCaffrey Center. Go vote foj your 
favorite candidate. Then, on Saturday, the First Annual Homecoming 
Carnival will open at 10 a.m.! Come see the sights, hear the sounds, 
taste the food and get connected with all of the participating clubs and 
organizations. The carnival lasts until game time at 1:30 p.m., when the 
%rs will face off against Nevada. The King and Queen will be 
crowned at halftime! This is a great opportunity to show your spirit, so 
mark your calendars! 
There is a Pep Rally on the McCaffrey Center stage today at 12 p.m. 
Come out and support your Tigers as they gear up for our 
Homecoming game against Nevada. 
In addition to all of these great Homecoming activities there will be 
a special rally complete with a motivational speaker and ground fire­
works display TOMORROW! The action begins at 7 p.m. with a march 
President Atchley's house, through the residence halls, fraternities 
sororities and across the Calaveras River Wood Bridge to 
Hrookside Field, where the rally will begin. While this is not an ASUOP 
sPonsored event, it is for the students, and we feel it is important 
en°ugh that we should help promote it. I want to see everyone out 
tllere on Friday supporting not just their football team, but their schoo 
**11. This would make a great tradition to begin at UOP, so if you 
attend one event this year, make it this one. The only way this will 
W°rk's if everyone gets involved. , 
. Th<=re is a Senate meeting this Monday night at 9 p.m. in e 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room. Time is set aside at the beginning 
ofearg j pvr)ress their views. We wel- ing with other students in our cacn meeting for students to come and express uicu & 
s iui siuuc community tutoring program. 
Outreach is well underway for 
diversity, literacy and mentoring 
programs. Four neighborhood 
tutoring centers are now staffed 
with UOP students. Work-study 
in the community students are 
working at San Joaquin County's 
First Call For Help (Information 
and Referral Service) and for the 
Volunteer Center. 
Student volunteers will do face 
painting at the Martin Luther 
hould be continued in future King Elementary School Health 
Faire this weekend. Friday after­
noon Partners In Education 
(PIE) continues with students 
meeting at AYC then heading off 
to a nearby park for their weekly 
play time with "our" kids. 
Fran Abbott 
Executive Director, Anderson Y 
Center 
Whew! We are really rolling 
at the Anderson Y Center (AYC). 
Our student program managers 
have all of the programs in full 
swing. Seventy tutors are work-
you to come and get connected! 
Student Issues 
^ Promised, here are the results of the student surveys that approx-
1500 of you filled out. 
Jading 
felt recycling was an important issue 
recycle while attending UOP 
cj90% of those who did not cited lack of proper facdities on 
a?usas their reason for not recycling ... . mDUS 
c6% would recycle if there was an easy access to facih 
football 
||7% were college football fans 
l°/o regularly attend football games 
/° felt financial support to the team s 
budgets 
"ed Housing 
/o felt co - -ed housing should be allowed on a strictly petition 
basis for the University Center apartments an 
. Townhouses (where separate bedrooms are available). 
Sldence Halls 
j1/1 felt the residence the residence halls of {to 10 
• was the average rating for residence a s 
Yearbook 
57%, 
HE GOOD GUYS', ine^ 
good through iv 
ne (209) 478-5000 
>09) 571-1700 
59% 
Want a yearbook program 
Would buy a yearbook 
"5% of those would buy one every year 
„ 4% would only buy it their senior year 
®ard of Regents . 
be aPPointed t0 the 
a student representative 
(To?0fRe8ents 
c°ntinued next week) 
Thursday, Oct. 28 
Crew meeting, WPC 213, 12 
p.m. 
Pep Rally, McCaffrey Center 
Stage, 12 p.m. 
Self Defense/Personal 
Awareness Class sponsored by 
the R.O.A.D. Program, Grace 
Covell Tiger Lounge, 4 p.m. 
Vietnamese Student 
Association, Knoles Hall 211, 5 
p.m. 
MECHA, Student Service 
Group, WPC 213, 5 p.m. 
Language Tables, Bechtel 
Center, 5:30 p.m. 
College Life Christian 
Fellowship, McCaffrey Center 
Static Attic, 8 p.m. 
Korean American Student 
Association Bible Study, WPC 
122, 8 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, JASON 
GOES TO HELL: FINAL FRI­
DAY, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 29 
Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship, WPC 140, 8 p.m. 
UOP Jazz Ensemble 
Homecoming Concert, Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, JASON 
GOES TO HELL: FINAL FRI­
DAY, McCaffrey Center Theatre, 
8 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 30 
Homecoming 1993 
South-West's 21st Annual 
Haunted House, 7 p.m. to 10:30 
p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, JASON 
GOES TO HELL: FINAL FRI­
DAY, McCaffrey Center Theatre, 
8 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 31 
Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 a.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Ecumenical Services, Morris 
Chapel, 11 a.m. 
Student Recital, Ji Yon Lee, 
Piano, Recital Hall, 3 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, HAL­
LOWEEN, McCaffrey Center 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 1 
Dean's Seminar: Graduate 
School Teaching Assistants, 
Classroom Building 101,4 p.m. 
R.O.A.D. Program, Student 
Support Group, WPC 122,4 p.m. 
R.O.A.D. Program Committee 
Meeting, Classroom Building 
104, 7 p.m. 
ASUOP Senate Meeting, 
McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room, 9 p.m. 
Tuesday, Nov. 2 
Campus-Wide Blood Drive 
sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta, 
Raymond Great Hall, 11 a.m. 
COPA Ongoing Lecture 
Series, Common Room, 12 p.m. 
Self Defense/Personal 
Awareness Class sponsored by 
the R.O.A.D. program, Grace 
Covell Tiger Lounge, 4 p.m. 
Amnesty International, 
McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Language Tables, Bechtel 
Center, 5:30 p.m. 
RHA, Residence Hall Council, 
McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room, 6:30 p.m. Harpsichord 
Recital by Dr. Charles Schilling 
presented by the Conservatory of 
Music, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, EL MARI-
ACHI, McCaffrey Center 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, Nov. 3 
World on Wednesday, Bechtel 
Center, 12:30 p.m. 
American Marketing Club, 
Weber 109,5:30 p.m. 
Hmong Student Association, 
Bechtel Lounge, 6 p.m. 
College Campus Republicans, 
George Wilson Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, EL MARI-
ACHI, McCaffrey Center 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Halloween is here with students 
in five residence halls hosting 
neighborhood children while 
other students will celebrate with 
children and families at Park 
Village (six blocks to the east of 
campus.) 
Saturday, Nov. 6, is the date 
for Celebrate Diversity '94's first 
program of the year. "Building A 
Healthy Community" will be a 
day of sharing what works in cre­
ating a safe and healthy growing 
environment. Representatives of 
Stockton area and campus grass­
roots organizations will share 
how and why they built their pro­
grams. Students and staff are 
encouraged to attend. There will 
be tables available for sharing 
community service information 
and time in the program for pre­
sentations. For more informa­
tion call Peggy Rosson at 946-
2083. 
For more information about 
getting involved in any of 
Anderson Y Center's programs 
call 946-2444 and leave a mes­
sage. 
Elizabeth Ward will meet with student on Thursday, Oct. 28 
Actress returns to speak with students 
Actress Elizabeth Ward will 
meet with students interested in 
professional theater at 3 p.m. on 
Thursday, Oct. 28 in the Drama 1 
classroom of the Drama Building. 
She will share her experiences 
and perhaps offer aspiring per­
formers some tips for success in 
show business. 
Ward received her BA degree 
in drama from UOP in 1983. 
While enrolled, she performed in 
a number of plays and musicals 
including "THE PIRATES OF 
PENZANCE," "GREASE," 
"ECCENTRICITIES OF A 
NIGHTINGALE" and 
"MARAT/SADE." After leaving 
Pacific, Ward completed her mas­
ter's of fine arts degree in acting 
from the University of California 
at Davis. For the past several years 
she has been working regularly as 
an actress. 
Ward spent most of last year 
touring the world and starring 
along with Michael Crawford in 
"THE MUSIC OF ANDREW 
LLOYD WEBBER," in which she 
was featured singing "Don't Cry 
for Me Argentina." Highlights of 
that tour included performing at 
the Royal Albert Hall in London 
and at the Radio City Music Hall 
in New York. 
New York audiences also saw 
Ward in her Broadway debut as 
Gabby/Bobbi in the "CITY OF 
ANGELS" and as Svetlana in 
"CHESS" off-Broadway at The 
Master Theatre. She spent two 
years with the national company 
of "Les Miserables" and also 
toured the country in the role of 
Kathy Selden in "SINGIN' IN 
THE RAIN." 
Ward's favorite regional credits 
include: Sonia in "THEY'RE 
PLAYIN' OUR SONG" at 
Florida's Jupiter Theatre; Sally 
Bowles in "CABARET",at Players 
Theatre-Columbus, Rhetta in 
"PUMP BOYS AND DINETTES" 
at Virginia Stage Company and 
Players Theatre; Nellie Forbush in 
"SOUTH PACIFIC" and Philia in 
"A FUNNY THING HAPPENED 
ON THE WAY TO THE 
FORUM." 
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To Whom it may concern: 
There is a plague that spreads through our campus, and it is 
killing everything UOP was meant to be. It has slowly sucked the 
life out of the students and demoralized the faculty for over three 
years now. All of the pride, heritage, and history that this university 
was built on has withered away into nothingness because of this one 
plague. Its name is apathy. 
I am not sure what created this "plague," but it struck quick­
ly by segregating the students, not by race or creed, but by cons.tuent 
schools. It removed every common issue that students 
schools could gather behind, and has left many of us stranded alone_ 
| To make matters worse, the "plague" even removed the sprint and 
pride within the schools, as they are now just buildings with class-
rooms that we sometimes attend. The only thing most students miss 
when they graduate from UOP now is their youth, not the fun and 
i exciting times they should have had together. 
1 It all started quietly in the athletic program. Fewer students 
supported the teams at the games, and many made unkind (unfair) 
I comments between games. It spread to ASUOP as a yearbook pro­
gram finally was laid to rest after surviving on dwindling life support 
for many years. Other programs and services are sure to follow. The 
Pacifican, our only school newspaper was not left unscathed. It has 
been criticized for as long as I have been here without constructive 
suggestions for improvement. Even the invincible Greek system was 
forced to face its own mortality as rush numbers fell last year. 
Faculty has seen it all along in the lack of class participation of the 
| studnets, but were helpless to hinder it. 
While no one is happy about the present situation, who are 
the ones who will truly suffer? The students whose futures are on the 
fine come fall 1994 when the WASC review returns. Yet, there is 
nothing they can do but pray that those who have made mistakes in 
i the past will sufficiently correct them in time. We are helpless 
Valued faculty members are quickly leaving for higher paying and 
more secure jobs. And who are the ones to suffer? The students 
whose quality education now slips away. 
We are not here to point fingers now, not to help bring these 
problems to solutions. As UOP approaches its "Moment of Truth" 
next year, we MUST pull together to solve all of our problems. This 
segregation between the students, faculty, and administration must 
! end, and it must end now. UOP promotes a "feeling of closeness' 
which many students never experience. It is time for that feeling to 
surface. The best way to bring about change is to involve those who 
I will be affected by the change. The students and faculty saw the 
I problems that WASC preyed upon well before anyone else, but we 
were ignored, and the plague was born. The vaccine lies in our unity. 
I now am not the only person who is frustrated with UOP; a 
university that continually falls just short of its potential. I am asking 
' for everyone who shares my sentiments(students, faculty, administra­
tors, regents,alumni) to respond. As of October 18,1993,1 am form 
ing the Motivation and Unity Committee, the sole purpose of which 
is to restore UOP to its full potential in every respect—academic, 
social, athletic, and accreditation. This joint committee of interested 
individuals from all aspects of the campus community will be 
responsible for generating and implementing a plan to get UOP back 
on its feet. I will temporarily chair this committee, after which I will 
i always serve on it. I see and feel what school spirit is all about when 
I visit other universities. That spirit does not exist here. It is my aspi­
ration that this committee will be the first step in bringing UOP back 
to life and into national status where it belongs. If you are interested 
in serving on this committee, contact me immediately at the ASUOP 
office (946-2233). 
here see s to be a 
number of mixed signals coming 
from Washington these days con­
cerning the West African nation 
of Somalia. This is a humanitari­
an mission. We are sending 
10,000 troops. We are sending 
1200 new troops. We are sending 
2000 troops. The only truth of the 
mater is this: the Clinton admin­
istration does not have a clue as 
to what to do next. Foreign policy 
is truly "foreign" to these people. 
For example, recently, 
Les Aspin in stone a pull-out date 
of March 31st for all American 
forces in Somalia. This will, of 
course, happen after we have 
rebuilt the Somali government. 
Six months. That is all it 
is going to take to rebuild the 
government of this war torn 
nation. Just pull one out of the 
freezer; shove it in the nuclear-
wave; set the dial at "six"; and 
poof', in six months; a brand 
new Somali government. Six 
months—etched in stone. 
There are only two pos­
sible solutions to the Somali 
problem: either cut our losses and 
leave, or send in a full force and 
commit to a long term solution. 
The first option goes 
something like this, the American 
mission was only meant to be a 
humanitarian one. Feed these 
people and leave. We did that. It 
is not up to the U.S. to go around 
the world rebuilding societies. 
Therefore, having done our 
duty—-it's now MILLER TIME. 
Would the last American in 
Mogadishu please turn the lights 
out! 
The second care argues 
that this is exactly what will hap­
pen if/when we pull out. The 
fight in Somalia will be snuffed. 
Starvation will return. War will 
return. All that has been done 
will be for nought. This option 
does come with a caveat, nation 
building takes longer than six 
months and requires a heavy 
not to mention expensive com 
mitment. How many American 
fives is Somalia worth? 12. 50. 
300? , 
My opinion is to cut ana 
run would send a dangerous sig­
nal to the Quadafi's, Hussein's, 
and Aidid's of the world. Pinch 
the American's nose and he runs 
away. America need not be a 
paper tiger. 
The United Nations has 
shown it's lack of competence in 
this mission. First, the U.N. 
storms it's own headquarters in 
search of Aidid (good job guys), 
then Gali orders an Italian gener­
al replaced for being critical of 
his policies (nice touch of dicta­
torial rule). If this mission contin­
ues, it is the U.S., not the U.N. 
that should be in charge. 
That brings me to my 
biggest sticking point, who on 
our side can handle this chal­
lenge? Les (six months and I'm 
outta here) Aspin— the man who 
refused to end back-up armor to 
the U.S. commander in 
Mogadishu when it was request­
ed for safety purposes? Warren 
Christopher—Carter re-run man? 
Remember the Iranian hostage 
crisis? Bill Clinton? Ask Zoe 
Baird if you want this guy behind 
you in a fire fight. 
All things aside, I think it 
would be best if we faced the sit­
uation head on and committed to 
rebuilding the Somali govern­
ment. All things are not aside. 
This administration cannot han­
dle foreign policy. If they could, I 
would say stay until the job is 
done right. 
Cut loose on this one, 
Mr. President. Americans will not 
be so forgiving if you lead us into 
Vietnam style conflict. 
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°n behalf during their Spring 1992 labor dispute V ,u,t the historians, 
down. 
\r • n camps are liars. If we 
To the Pacific Football  t eam: I say good effort. You J''d°ced into believing this 
h tt off and no one gives a damn. I wish you all theyare S ,.hle falsehood, we may as 
XrCelachrWhenyour up 30-0 against S«S* »^hing that the United 
Ot 1UCK. iu . . uu ti,p starters anH ... 
k To the coaches: When your  ->u-u uiw. oau oiate,pu .  teaching u.<" 
h rknns They go to practice just like the starters, and J *' „ never allowed slavery, or some lockups. Wey go 9^ ^  ^  js ^ ^  ^   „eve ^ ^  ^ 
shutout was important, but was it as important as maybe ,tV the past, Mr. Smith 
fx",o plyets who may never ge, to piay the ,inked wid. the msntu, 
vear*> for Historical Revie , 
Y ' To President Atchley: It was very encouraging to seejFlifornia-based organization 
outside your office taking questions last Tuesday How aboutd^ ted to denying the 
it every week, and even better, dunng Pacific Hour. 1 m sureyJ ,ocaust and whitewashing the 
could get a great booth in the McCaffrey Center ,f ^ Nazi reg,me. Under 
To the creators of frasority circle: You ve created am, c0ver of what is called 
ster. This school has a lack of tradition and putting a sorority »iList()rical Revisionism," the 
ternity circle is like putting an elevator in an outhouse. {e for Hist0rical Review 
To the Greek system in general: If you guys want ASUOP M wishes a sfick journal, distnb-
g, it better go to a good cause (maybe even an all-Greek party), V Holocaust denial literature 
To the Internship/Co-op office: It would truly be grail d ho|ds conferences hoping to 
your office was on campus, that way people would becomeMrewrite history, distort the truth 
acquainted with your services. The only gripe I have wasLd label Jews as conspirators, 
writer's cramp I got filling out all the forms you gave me. j Like Henry Ford's The 
To the Athletic Department: I have worked extremety1,0 international jew and other anti-
trying to help your department succeed and I believe it has fi61!® Semitic works published during 
felt more like a public relations person for Pacific Athletics instd^ ^Qs and 1930s, the works 
ofa journalist working the UOP beat. I hope I have done thethi 
whjch will help this athletic department grow and flourish into 
future. 
To Carol Ann Hall: I thank you for helping us dunng 
problems three weeks ago at the Pacifican. I consider myself apt 
fessional, even though I might not have acted like one. 
To the Faculty of Pacific: All of you have a goal, teach 
the students about what you know. I praise you all for the hi 
work you do to make graduates out of every student 
University. 
To the Pacifican Staff: I hope you all succeed withi 
publication during the time you are here. Remember, this is a: 
dent-run publication and nobody should tell you how it should 
run. Advice and constructive criticism will help you guys sues 
so listen to what people have to say. If you disagree with® 
advice, then it's your decision whether to do what they told \® 
or not. 
ing, 
James Abbott 
President, College Campus 
Republicans 
Jay-Jay Lord 
ASUOP President '93-'94 
—LETTER to the EDITOR— 
I am the wife of a retired UOP professor. I am writing to tell 
you that those of us who walk on your beautiful campus see neighbors 
of the University not controlling their dogs. 
The grass is not a toilet for the dogs, but a beautiful campus to 
enjoy by the students. The lawn and trees between the school of 
Education and the Classroom Building is especially noticeable, being 
christened many times during the day. The owners are with them; and 
only one man that I know of, keeps his leash on the dog. The rest of 
the dogs run loose. 
We think it is a shame that the students cannot enjoy playing 
and or studying on the grass without stepping in something hideous. 
For a cleaner campus, 
Mitzie Gregory 
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Top Ten reas 
should g 
Homecomii 
10. Good excuse not to study. 
9. Get Real! What else is ther 
8. You finally have a reason to v 
outfit. 
?. You live out of state and youi 
weekend. 
6- To kill time before the party s 
5. There's nothing good on T.V. 
4. You're broke and it's free. "1IU it O IIV_V^. 
3. To find out who are new Hon 
To Victoria Goff: Where the hell are you? A lot of p 2. You still haven't caught one i 
on this staff would welcome you back with open arms. Thanh' they throw out at half-time 
advising us with heart and charisma, but most importantly P11 
. . _ Vrtii tfii us out of problems without using outside influences. You W Same 
—j uui di nau-u e 
n the number one reason why 
ime J 
helped me improve my skills and I thank you for that 
To the freshmen class: College is what you make0 
Have fun, meet new people and go to class. Lastly, youre n(" 
homecoming queen or a big man on campus here. That was 
school, this is college, so drop the attitude. ,, 
To all my friends and acquaintances: Thanks for the a 
good times. I hope you all have great lives and enjoy ths t'1^  
have here. 
This is a unique University which has many positivel* 
and some negative. I did not mean to offend anyone w'1 
remarks, but this is the way I feel about the community w|>e, 
all live and work. Lastly, it is my wish that we all be proU 
University we attend. Pacific is highly regarded in many 
and I hope you all will continue to keep the University0 
Pacific and the friends you have made here an integral port 
lives. 
b To support your team and sh. 
TIGER COUNTRY!!!!!!! 
S l G N E  
°AILY 
U S A  
NEWS 
PACIFIC TALKS 
What was your most embarrassing moment? 
Scot Mehl 
Senior 
Sports Management 
Barthmueal Radkey 
Senior 
Russian Studies 
Matt Engelken 
Sophomore 
Sports Management 
Tara Boothby 
Junior 
Music Therapy 
j 
Kat Byrne 
Sophomore 
Exploratory 
"I was at bowl & bear. I 
don't remember what hap­
pened" 
Liz Chase 
Sophomore 
Entertainment I 
1 
h 
J. 
•l 
"First day of 8th grade-I 
went to school naked" 
"Once, I threw up on my 
date" 
"When I was on Flag Team 
in H.S. I poked myself in the 
eye with the flag pole and got a 
shiner" 
"Tripping up the stairs in 
KfcN.. 
'I never get ei 
t 
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LETTERtotheEDfTOP 
Unfortunately for the 
,nP community. The Pacifican 
^ • -•* a letter written | by 
Smith on September 
According to the 
'fiean as the 
^'11 be here almost tw^ 
ce I biM>;,n . tvv° years 
-eSenthal Center, Mr. Smith is a 
Jfessic 
1 began to Work h^y -
>ne- Since this 
,ncc ,or me to reflect^ 'ast 
d.l'Ve ils^ it holds > 
sflect the feelings or belj^ 
ional anti-Semite who 
sends letters to college 
^papers- The crux of Mr. 
j ith's message is that the 
|0|Ocaust is a hoax. In other 
ot(js he claims that the mass 
Physical plant f0r off . 
> alter we printed nun?'0 
W labor cfep^ 
have tried to bring th^| 
of millions of Jews 
.Jews during the reign of 
^termination 
Hitler's Third Reich never hap-
' say good effort. Yon „ 
> damn. I wish you all the ? 
'P 30-0 against Sac Sta* ^ 
st llke the starters, and rely oj 
tme is out of reach. Sure the 
s imPortant as maybe givin? 
er get to play the rest of the 
very encouraging toseeyJ 
ast Tuesday. How about doing 
ig Pacific Hour. I'm sure vn . uw.n n i  r  you 
rey Center. 
circle: You've created a mon-
n and putting a sorority in fra-
r in an outhouse, 
you guys want ASUOPfund-
e even an all-Greek party). 1 
ce: It would truly be great if 
people would become better 
s only gripe I have was the 
onus you gave me. 
have worked extremely hard 
d and I believe it has helped ! 
n for Pacific Athletics instead 
I hope I have done the things 
fle would have us believe 
the survivors of the 
Holocaust, the historians, the 
and the liberators of con-
cation camps are liars. If we 
}eseduced into believing this 
^credible falsehood, we may as 
tell start teaching that the United 
jutes never allowed slavery, or 
jut the civil war never happened. 
In the past, Mr. Smith 
las been linked with the institute 
Historical Review, a 
California-based organization 
dedicated to denying the 
Holocaust and whitewashing the 
crimes if the Nazi regime. Under 
lie cover of what is called 
"Historical Revisionism," the 
Institute for Historical Review 
publishes a slick journal, distrib-
Holocaust denial literature 
ad holds conferences hoping to 
rewrite history, distort the truth 
and label Jews as conspirators. 
Like Henry Ford's The 
International Jew and other anti-
Semitic works published during 
die 1920s and 1930s, the works 
rut grow and flourish into the 
offer a f reVlS10nists do not 
ts Mr% teXChange °fideas" 
as Mr. Smith would have you to 
believe. For instance, Arthur T 
^ntz's The Hoax of the 
wentieth Century claims that the 
Holocaust is a "pernicious hoax" 
invented by Zionist propagan­
dists. Another work, The 
Leuchter Report, is touted by 
Holocaust deniers as a significant 
scientific document which proves 
that Jews were never gassed as 
Auschwitz. Referring to the 
Holocaust as "the greatest propa­
ganda ploy in history," Fred 
Leuhcer, who calls himself an 
expert on execution hardware, 
also contends that there "are 
exterminationist errors relating to 
the crematories." In short, he tries 
to argue that it would have taken 
five years for the Nazis to cre­
mate their victims. One other 
example of the lies and deception 
put forth by historical revisionists 
is provided in a work by Thies 
Christophersen, a German neo-
Nazi. His book claims that "the 
story of a smell of burned flesh 
that....hovered over the camp" at 
Auschwitz was a "lie". But his 
refutation rests on the flimsy 
assertion that the stench of burn­
ing flesh was due to the burning 
of horses hooves at the camp 
blacksmith shop. 
Do not be deceived, his­
torical revisionists and Holocaust 
deniers are not historians. As 
Aaron Brietbart of the Wiesenthal 
Center puts out, "The revisionists 
are not academicians, they are 
ideologists." Truth is not part of 
their agenda. They claim to be 
something that they are not. 
Because being identified as an 
ugly anti-Semite is no longer 
fashionable, they try to hide 
under the veneer of being intel­
lectual. 
Mr. Smith and others of 
his ilk also try to use the First 
Amendment as a part of the 
Holocaust denial campaign. The 
First Amendment does not oblig­
ate anyone, including the editors 
of college papers, to print materi­
al that is obviously false and mis­
leading. When such material is 
published, those who are suscep­
tible to far-fetched ideas and con­
spiracy theories are given the 
impression that propaganda 
offers a reasoned dialogue. 
According to the New York 
times, Mr. Smith has tried to 
argue that when college newspa­
pers refuse to publish his letters it 
supposedly demonstrates that 
there is a "conspiracy among 
organized Jewry to suppress revi­
sionist theory." 
Although I was dis­
mayed that the Pacifican 
Published Mr. Smith's letter, at 
least we can use this opportunity 
to expose a professional ant-
Semite and learn more about 
those who peddle literature 
designed to promote hatred and 
bigotry. 
Jon F. Schamber, Professor 
Department 
Communication 
University of the Pacific 
of 
you for helping us during out 
ican. I consider myself a pro-
c acted like one. 
of you have a goal, teaching 
I praise you all for the hard 
iut of every student at this 
Top Ten reasons why you 
should go to the 
Homecoming Game... 
u all succeed with this 
Remember, this is a stu-
II you how it should hf 
help you guys succeed 
ou disagree with ones 
lo what they told you'0 
t of pe°Ple 
Thanks fo( 
itly Pullin? 
You truly 
10. Good excuse not to study. 
9. Get Real! What else is there to do in Stockton. 
8. You finally have a reason to wear that black & orange striped 
outfit. 
7. You live out of state and your stuck here for yet another 
weekend. 
To kill time before the party start. 
5- There's nothing good on T.V. 
•T You're broke and it's free. 
T To find out who are new Homecoming King/Queen are. 
7- You still haven't caught one of those miniature footballs 
they throw out at half-time. 
the number one reason why you should go to the Homecoming 
Letters to the 
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Weekly 
Submit all 
Letters to 
The Pacifican 
me 
Third Floor, Hand 
Hall 
946-2115 
ike of'1 
-e not tbf 
was hi^ 
• To support your team and show the wolfpack that this is 
TIGER COUNTRY!!!!!!! 
e all the 
mey°" 
; p o i ;  
i th 
\fit 
of1* 
ilaces 
of*5 
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Liz Chase 
Sophomore ^ n0ge* 
Entertainment ^ -
'I never get ,t emb
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GUEST COLUMN 
Does health care need reforming? Sure. But to hear President Clinton talk about it, one would 
presume that Americans are so distraught about the rising cost of health care that revolutionary reform is 
the only alternative. But the reality of public opinion, surprisingly enough, is far from what the Clintons 
envision it to be. 
In a recent Time/ CNN poll, 80% of Americans are satisfied with the health care system. In a poll 
asking "What is the main problem facing the country today?" Not one out of 240 people picked health 
care. 
Under the new health plan a system will be created where health care will be characterized by 
rationing and centralized government decisions over how much health care Americans will get, how they 
will get it, and how technology will or will not be used. This means the government will decide how sick 
you are, and whether you're qualified for treatment. In other words if you've used up your hospital 
rations, you're not sick, even if your eyes are bleeding. Should Americans, however, be happy because 
they will receive all this substandard health care for FREE!? This depends on what free means to you. 
To most, free isn't a cost of $100 to $150 billion dollars that will come out of the taxpayers pock­
et. If you've looked at your paycheck stub and seen the amount taken out for your health care and said 
"ouch,' wait until you see your future paychecks. The fact is that direct costs to consumers are not going 
to be reduced, they will be increased. Whatever savings that the President believes will be saved by 
"managed care" will be more than eaten up by the expense of covering millions of people who are unable 
to pay the cost of their own insurance. And let's face it, we are already paying the cost of the uninsured 
Americans. Hospitals rarely deny emergency treatment to injured or seriously ill patients. They wind up 
in public hospitals or, if they are treated in private hospitals, the cost of their care is absorbed by paying 
patients. Patients who, by the way, have some of the best health care in the world thanks to technological 
innovation. 
One of the first cuts on the board proposed by the government will be "high-tech" medicine. 
People often come from all over the world for our medical technology. Such as the premier of Quebec 
who visited a U.S. hospital for treatment of cancer which is not provided by her own socialized health sys­
tem. While some specialized medical technology may be expensive, these advances almost always lead to 
more cost-effective total care and a better quality of life. Restricting access to innovative treatments and 
new technologies because they are too expensive will diminish the quality of patient care. In no other 
society is less technology considered progress, yet restricting it is now considered part of the solution. 
This will stifle most advances in medical technology. 
In his campaign manifesto, Putting People First, Clinton blamed cost escalation on greed. Yet 
the true cause of escalating health care is due to the way the insurance system has developed in this coun­
try. The problem is that when a patient sees a doctor or goes to the hospital, the money seems to come out 
of someone else's pocket; that of his employer, his insurance company or the government. The patient 
has zero incentive to keep costs down. Perhaps the government should encourage individual health insur­
ance. This would solve the problem of employees' losing their health insurance if they lose their jobs, 
make people careful shoppers for health care and encourage competitive price reforms by hospitals and 
doctors. Whatever the solution, it's obvious that it's not a socialized system of health care. That much has 
been proven by other countries whose socialized system is failing miserably. 
Americans must ask themselves, will the combination of increased cost and decreased choice 
really produce the reform American's want.. Remember this, to create savings and make private 
resources available to fuel businesses and economic growth, we need less federal spending, NOT more 
federal taxes. These higher taxes, which will be intensified when health care reform is instituted, will 
limit economic growth and will ultimately reduce our quality of life both medically and economically. 
Kriss Kapka 
The Pacifican* 
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Downtown Plaza opens in Sac 
Soap Upda^ 
Rosalyn Van Buren 
Staff Writer 
Sacramento has a new attrac­
tion that is definitely worth going 
to see. It is located across the 
freeway from Old Sacramento 
and is called the Downtown 
Plaza. You maybe thinking "big 
deal, another mall," but this is no 
ordinary mall—it is a $157 mil­
lion spectacle. 
The project was begun in 
January, 1992 but has been 
moved into high gear during the 
past few months in order to get 
ready for the grand opening that 
took place last Wednesday. At 
this opening, more than 20,000 
people came to the Plaza to take a 
closer look at what is in store for 
the city of Sacramento. Since 
this was such a great investment, 
Sacramento hopes the Downtown 
Plaza will spark business for the 
area. According to Plaza offi­
cials, it is expected that by the 
end of this year customers will 
have spent nearly $231 million at 
the center. It is hoped that the 
Downtown Plaza will have the 
same effect that the Horton Plaza 
in San Diego did; reviving the 
area's once dormant downtown 
economy. 
When fully leased, the mall 
will encompass more than 
255,000 square feet of retail 
space and will offer over 120 
shops ranging from the Ann 
Taylor clothing store to Z 
Gallerie's home and office fur­
nishings. What makes this plaza 
so unique is the fact that besides 
all the shops and great restaurants 
available, it also has more than 
$1.2 million worth of sculptures, 
fountains and other fine art deco­
rating the mall for your viewing 
pleasure. 
This new shopping mall has 
four different areas with different 
themes and atmospheres. The 
Rotunda is a steel dome and is 
where the nightly laser shows 
will take place. It is located in 
the center of the mall. The 
Piazza is where you can find the 
Sidewalk Cafe, the food court 
and the movie theater. Another 
area is called the 5th Street 
Market. This has open arches 
and is where most of the carts are 
located. The Garden Court is a 
flourishing garden filled with 
enormous plants hanging from 
the high ceilings and fountains. 
These sights alone could make 
the plaza fabulous, but there is 
still more! Besides containing a 
seven-screen United Artists cine-
plex and a nightly laser light 
show, there is also a 68,000-
square-foot entertainment com­
plex called America Live. 
America Live is a night club, a 
comedy club and a bar all in one. 
Remember those days and nights 
when it seemed like there was 
nothing to do. Well forget them. 
Downtown Plaza has everything 
covered to provide for your enter­
tainment needs any time during 
the day and evening. 
The plaza's hours are 10 a.m. 
to 9 p.m. during the week, 10 
a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays, and 
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sundays. 
Macy's and America Live stay 
open later. 
The 
sculptures 
of Rodin 
Angelica Passantino 
Staff Writer 
Often called the "father of 
modern sculpture," Rodin 
(1840-1917) uses a heightened 
sens,e"Iof eroticism in his 
works, now on display at the 
Haggin Museum. The cold 
bronze medium is juxtaposed 
with the sensual expressionism 
in the surface texture. During 
his trip to Italy in 1875, the 
works of Michelangelo made a 
great impact on Rodin. It 
was then that he was 
inspired to create his first major 
work. 
Smooth surface texture and 
Greco-Roman purity are domi­
nant features in the bronze 
sculpture titled "The Age of 
Bronze" (ca. 1875-1877). In this 
work there is a great sense of 
naturalism in the human nude 
form. It was considered so 
life-like, that Rodin was 
accused of making a clay cast 
from a live model rather than 
creating it himself. However, 
there was no truth in such an 
accusation. The light seems to 
dance upon the surface of this 
work, which adds to the 
dynamism of the sculpture. 
The figure's head is back, 
standing in a position of aban­
donment with one arm out­
stretched, and the other behind 
his head. This allegorical fig­
ure represents a duality of 
weakness and endurance which 
was part of the social climate 
during that time. The Franco-
Prussian War during the 1770s 
influenced the mood of this 
piece. Originally this sculpture 
was titled "The Vanquished," 
which clearly relates to the 
devastation of war on the 
French people. The anguish and 
pain of a nation is reflected in 
this figurative work. 
A man and a woman are 
locked in a tender embrace in 
the bronze sculpture, "The 
Kiss" (ca.1884). The smooth 
^^VIYCHILDREN: Brooke 
promised Maria, she'll stay away 
from Edmund and concentrate on her 
marriage to Tad. Meanwhile, Brooke 
cried silently as she overheard Ed­
mund assure Tad, he'll respect his 
marriage and stay away rom 
Brooke. Maria agreed to marry^Ed­
mund. Anton accused Kendall ot 
being in love with Dimitn, but she 
denied it when Dimitri confronted 
her Laurel saw Trevor at Natalie s 
grave, and told him the whole story 
of her false I.D's, the embezzlement, 
and Denny's murder. Jack asked 
Livia to be his and Laurel's lawyer. 
He later married Laurel on their last 
night of freedom. Timmy asked 
Dean for more pot, but was told to 
steal from Trevor to pay for it. Wait 
To See: Maria has new reason to be 
uneasy about Edmund. 
ANOTHER WORLD: Thanks to 
Maggie, Ian was able to rush from 
the courthouse to the hospital to help 
John and Kelsey diagnose Paulina's 
illness, using the information sup­
plied by Jake. Ryan worked through 
his mixed emotions about Viki s 
pregnancy and the baby's paternity, 
and promised her his full love and 
support. Paulina pulled through, but 
the Corys' coldness to Jake 
prompted him to go on TV to 
"reveal" a coverup of Mac's dirty 
dealings, and to call, again, for 
Rachel's resignation. Grant became 
suspicious after seeing Donna with 
Viki's doctor. Lorna passed out after 
bringing Morgan and his friend, 
Kyle, back to her place to continue 
partying. Later, a shadow loomed 
over her as she slept. Wait To See: 
Carl and Rachel come to a curious 
understanding. 
AS THE WORLD TURNS: 
Damian accused Lily of still being in 
love with Holden after finding her at 
the farmhouse. Jason told Iva, he has 
a job waiting at the Crime Commis­
sion in Washington and asked her to 
:ome with him. Caleb asked Julie to 
set a wedding date. Royce remem­
bered something about Roger, and 
told Jessica and Tom the truth about 
Michael Alcott's death. 
I I  I  T T  I the S paulding agreement in Ma 
she wasn't nice to him, ^ stuffed lamb. As Henry Came 
lunch with Macy anosp g Bess, a nurse said she was 
orange juice, setting her home jth h ^ 
new drinking b*n8 • hv walked in. Wait To See? 
to# 
sheila wi ner son — and R 'i 
ne  drinking binge. Afte Sh« m ft  ^ R?( 
left, a drunken Mac^ whPG said he thinks he's ahead, but some0ne } 
a man named Anthony wn thjnks otherwise. 
would take her home Bil | wUh LOVING: Gwyn balked at ma. 
an ultimatum: Replace ing Buck and they both flew bac 
another designer or he # Corinth rom vegas. 
place. Wait To See. i>a»y him hls piace was with Stacey T 
deal that she could regre ^ ^  however, urged Buck to stay v 
DAYS OF OUR LI f Gwyn so she could have Clay c 
Carly agreed they'could In ^ was at Gwyn's bedside after sheJ 
ture the past, and it was U qus rushed to the hospital in a vain 
on with their separate lrve. ^ to prevent a misCarr 
,o spare Victor more womes, Cooper told Ally about his , 
reluctantly gave intoC ^ ment„ with Frankie_Delaney tried; 
mail threat and prornis B ^ ^  extort more money from Coope, 
more money. At Pine Hai , q Isabelle strong-armed him into i 
ministrator saw a newsp pe P^ tQWn Alex disguised ^ 
of Kate and wonf* yon her an AE security guard. Wait T0j 
Kiriakis used anotner T . ent Tess sees an opportunity and tak, 
earliervisittothehosphaUotawerU ONE LIFE TO LIVE: J 
to see Kristen at the: c , Mar thugs nabbed Cain and Tina (w| 
her with Marietta.: and they mistook for Angela) to ge 
lena gtve birth to a £ u $10,000 owed them on the f( 
later saved the baby ^ QUt IOU. Certain that Max would 
stopped breathing. R is the something terrible happen to hit, 
to Jamie that John, n retum'ed to she married him, Luna called off 
e3fy 'ihh Kristen's fiance, Tony wedding. Cassie and Max asfc 
Salem with Knsj. Jennifer's Andrew to try to persuade Luna„ 
DiMera. Wait To * . Bobby's spirit was in his body -
"general HOSPITAL: Bill gave him the powerto grant he, 
GLINtKAi, n business mission to marry Max. As Bo 
rebuked Ned on h^ ^ Nora ceiebrated their engagen 
sense when he le CUnt and Vlkl met tQ si 
bought shares of ELQ from ni Dorian tipped off ^ ^ 
Stone lured Karen gg about Emily's sexual harassi 
their own way out. Scott realized 
Lucy had been faking her injuries. 
Meanwhile, Katherine realized she 
for Scott^an'offcred'todtel{fKaren LESS: Feeling rejected, 
with her college studies. When he called Molly for comfort and 
realized his attempt to silence Felicia 
was foiled, Ryan came clean on his 
murderous activities. Wait To See: 
Jagger faces a crucial choice. 
GUIDING LIGHT: Dylan faced 
an angry Bridget and a devastated 
Hart after buying Hart's farm at the 
cnarge agaui&i oiuan. to 
spurned the money Angela lum 
her. Later, Angela and Cord begj 
Alex to help them find Cain i 
Tina. Wait To See: Viki gets t] 
distressing news about Sloan. 
YOUNG AND THE REST] 
uaucu tot WIIIIUII auv 
port, but Molly turned her 
Despite the troubles in his marriaM 
Scott wanted to save it. Olivia toll 
Scott, his medical tests didn't loo 
promising. Victoria worried howhi 
parents would react to her < 
ment to Gole. 
auction. ©1993 by King Features Synd. 
Trick or treat T0P 
Katy Thayer 
Entertainment Editor 
So, have you decided what 
going—to be—for 
classical bodies contrast greatly 
with the rough texture of the 
base that they sit on. This is 
used to emphasize the soft and 
sensual quality of the bodies. 
These lovers are wrapped 
around each other and are 
locked together by their kiss. 
This might represent the 
enslavement of love as an 
earthly passion. The swirling 
motion of this piece may have 
been inspired by the story of 
Paolo and Francesca in Dante's 
"The Inferno." In this story, 
the lovers are condemned to 
swirl in hell for their sin of 
adultery. 
Thrusting upward, a gnarled 
open hand grabs for the sky in 
"The Mighty Hand" (1906). 
Every vein in the arm and 
hand is rendered to perfection. 
The bumps and hollows on the 
surface of this sculpture show 
the innovative side of Rodin. 
By moving away from the 
smooth surface texture in his 
previous works, Rodin creates 
an unidealized portrayal of the 
human hand. This bumpy tex­
ture allows for greater move­
ment within the work due to 
the many surfaces from which 
light can reflect. Rodin felt 
that a fragment such as "The 
Mighty Hand" was a finished 
sculptural work. Anger, 
helplessness and strength could 
be conveyed not just 
through the entire human form 
but by a single fragment; the 
hand. 
This exhibit will showing 
until Jan. 16,1994 . The Haggin 
museum, located in Victory 
Park, is open Tuesday-Sunday 
from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Admission to the museum is 
free. 
Halloween this year? You'd bet­
ter decide soon because this 
Sunday is it! All the little ghosts 
and goblins will be out, so you'd 
better be prepared. Whether this 
means putting on your French 
maid or catsuit outfit or just 
going to the store to stock up on 
candy, I don't know. You may 
still be wondering what your 
plans are for this Halloween 
weekend, so here are a few ideas. 
On Friday, the Miracle Mile 
merchants between Harding Way 
and Castle Road will be hosting 
their own trick or treat. Between 
3 p.m. and 5 p.m. you can get 
dressed up in your favorite 
Halloween costume and get your­
self some goodies. Street musi­
cians will be performing and the 
area will be decorated with bal­
loons and other ghoulish surpris­
es. Although this event is open 
to all, it is mostly an event for 
children. But hey, who says you 
cannot dress up as a kid and 
enjoy this Halloween experience! 
Of course you cannot forget 
that this week is Homecoming! 
There are plenty of activities tak­
ing place on Saturday, including 
a carnival, tailgate parties and the 
game. 
I also hope you are all aware 
of the Southwest Haunted House. 
For the past 20 years the resi­
dents in Southwest have spent 
much time in preparing a haunted 
house for students, faculty, staff 
and other community members to 
enjoy. Each year it seems to get 
better and better, so this year 
should be a "scream". I suggest 
you go, I do not think that you 
will be disappointed. 
In the meantime, before all 
these festivities get under way, 
head on over to the UOP book­
store and purchase some 
Halloween decorations. This will 
help you get in the mood for a 
spooky Halloween. Have fun 
and do not forget to have your 
parents check your candy before 
you eat it! 
rr\\ 1717 VTT\Alaistair McHuih 
1 W rLI1 1 lsports Editor 
VIDEO For the first time since 1981 the New Mexico State Aggie 
defeated the Pacific Tigers i 
T71 T^rrru T football. On Saturday, the Aggit 
N Axi-Lproduced the upset, beating tf 
Tigers 27-23. The game was 
back-and-forth battle, and 
1. Groundhog Da,, £fic'osi"g i,s six 
_ M, , /run unsecutive Big West game t 
ring Bill Murray ( ) less than a touchdown. TI 
2. Point of No Refers, now 1-6 overall and 0 
starring Bridget Fonda (Kin the Big West Conference, fa< 
3. Alive, starring PNevada next week in the 19< 
Hawke (R) "becoming Game. 
4. Falling Down, stair The Aggie-Tiger game starti 
Michael Douglas (R) • s ®w'y' with both teams pur 
5. Chaplin, star(:ihrp bal1 three times on i 
Robert Downey Jr. The Aggi 
6. Scent of a Woman?'-drive k on a 20 play, 93-ya 
ring A1 Pacino (R) ed t0 the A Scho*en pu. 
7 Sommersby. sSe „ ^ ^ k! 
Jodie Foster (PG-13) *nced attack to drive I' t' 
s. The Bodyg^e 
ring Kevin Co .» ' ^ ouchdcvu run 
Whitney Houston (K) T8§lesuP7-0. 
9. Unforgiven, ^ eJ'gers 
Clint Eastwood (R) . 
10. A Few Good 
YOU COULD LEARN A LDT FROM A DUMMY. 
BUCKIE YOUR SAFETY BELT. 
US Department 
ol Transportation © 
Sure air bags work great in front-end collisions, but only 
a safety belt can protect you from side and rear-end collisions. 
So buckle up. And youH cover all the angles. 
Words of Wisdom 
starring Tom Cruise (Kb 
11. Benny and 
ring Johnny Depp (P . 
_ A 1 r\t\P ll 
A 
•to — J Y „ 1 
12. Home M°ne 
ring Macaulay Cul^ 
It's not how far you fall, but 
how high you bounce." 
-Unknown 
13. Boiling P°int' 
Wesley Snipes (R) ^ 
14. The Crying 
starring Stephen R^ 
15. Mad Dog a" 
starring Robert De 
Crush * 16. The 
CaryElwes(R) 
17 CB4 starring' 
Rock (R) rt Head-I. Untamed n , 18 a A 
ring Christian Sla^ 
19. Sniper, sta 
Berenger (R) p 
20 Home,W?«r<" The Incredible J° 0) 
ring Michael J- 0 
USk, 
i , r y e s ,  
! 
H s*UDs, S 
MADI 
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ted in. Wa;t T~~ and j) n8 
•s he's ahead K S<*: N 
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)VING:Gwyn. „ ^ 
^^and«heyyn^a,m 
nth from Las v evvba,.? 
his place was withfjf She ^ 
*""• u'8«i Bgck ?"**» tJ? 
" lo prevent a m Va'n at 
*r,°'dcA»y about hff'a^iag! 
with Frankie. Dell arraiW 
1 more money from <5 ^  to 
"c strong-armed him^-N 
Alex disguise^0 
sccur"y guard. Wai, TSe|f; 
••"'s an opportunity an t ^ 
LIFE TO Livp.talcesit. 
I nabbed Cain and Tin , e*' 
mistook for Angela!? (Who,l> 
» ?  o w e d  t h e m  o n . h e f ^  
Certain that Max wonM^I 
•thing terrible happen u e 
tarried him, Luna SlUn ]m if 
L''ng Cassie and 2?°ff> and Max 
'rsuade Lu 
him the Power to gran, her nT; 
ion to marry Max. As Bo3 
celebrated their engae™ d 
and Viki met to sign divor« 
ErnHv" offmed Emily s sexual harassment! 
j against Sloan. RebecJ 
lied the money Angela had for 
-iter Angela and Cord begged 
tohelp ,hem flnd Cain^nd 
Wait To See: Vild gets ,he 
sssing news about Sloan 
)UNG AND THE REST-
S: Feeling rejected, Sheila 
d Molly for comfort and sup-
but Molly turned her down. 
>ite the troubles in his marriage^ 
wanted to save it. Olivia told 
t, his medical tests didn't look 
lising. Victoria worried how her 
its would react to her engage-
to Cole. 
A LETTER 
To whom it may concern: 
Due to mitigating circum­
stances, I have decided to step 
down and not cover sports for the 
Pacifican any longer. After two 
years and many thoughts of quit­
ting, I have come to a point 
where I am sound with my ser­
vice to the campus community. I 
have seen many things occur in 
Pacific Athletics and have tried to 
cover those events with objectivi­
ty and professionalism. I would 
like to thank a lot of people for 
making my job easier. 
The Sports Information Office 
does an incredible job for the ath­
letic department and have helped 
me in countless situations. 
Thanks guys for all the help. 
To all the five-year seniors on 
the football team I say "great 
job." You guys have seen every­
thing in your time at Pacific and 
should be truly commended for 
hanging in there. You guys have 
had some tough losses over the 
years and I admire your attitudes 
through those down times. 
To the football players who 
will be here in the years to come 
I say "hang in there." Some of 
you are frustrated this season and 
I see why you feel the way you 
do. I know it is tough to practice 
all week and watch other people 
play, sometimes when you should 
be playing, but I guess it is a part 
of college football. I just hope the 
coaches will realize that the play­
ers make the team, not them. 
To all the athletes at Pacific, I 
say "I am sorry for stepping 
down." I'm not angry at anything 
in particular, I just feel that with 
graduation coming for me in two 
months, I need time to relax. I 
have tried to cover your teams to 
the best of my ability and I 
always enjoyed your feedback. I 
wish each sports team the best of 
luck! 
Alaistair McHugh 
TOP 
IT WENT! 
VIDEO 
RENTAL 
Aggies Hold on to Beat Tigers 
Alaistair McHugh 
Sports Editor 
For the first time since 1983, 
tie New Mexico State Aggies 
defeated the Pacific Tigers in 
football. On Saturday, the Aggies 
produced the upset, beating the 
%rs 27-23. The game was a 
iack-and-forth battle, and it 
n star. '"dedwith Pacific losing its sixth 
• Groundhog > consecutive Rio Wp«i name hv 
ing Bill Murray (PG) 
2. Point of No ReturDi 
tarring Bridget Fonda (R) 
3. Alive, starring 
Jawke (R) 
4. Falling Down 
Michael Douglas (R) 
Ethan 
starring 
star-
5 .  C h a p l i n ,  s t a  
Robert Downey „. 
6. Scent of a Woman. 
ring A1 Pactno (R) j 
7. Sommersby, 
jodie Foster (PG-13) 
8. The BodyguaI~' 
ring Kevin Costn 
Whitney Houston ^ 
9 .  Unforgrven' 
Clint Eastwood (R) ^ 
i0< A Few Goo 
starring Tom Cm'« s„ 
Benny and _ 
consecutive Big est ga e by 
less than a touchdown. The 
%rs, now 1-6 overall and 0-2 
®the Big West Conference, face 
Nevada next week in the 1993 
becoming Game. 
TTie Aggie-Tiger game started 
slowly, with both teams punt-
®8 'he ball three times on its 
lree possessions. The Aggies 
?ed first, on a 20 play, 93-yard 
After Jason Schouten punt-
to the Aggies 7-yard line, New 
ex'c° State used a well bal-
attack to drive down the 
• The drive culminated in a 
1?^ t0uchdown run, putting 
'^gies up 7-0. 
The Tigers took the ensuing 
kickoff and drove 67 yards for a 
touchdown. Dave Henigan 
hooked up with Stanley Green 
for a 31-yard pass, giving the 
Tigers the ball on the Aggie 5. 
Three plays later, Michael 
Edwards scored a touchdown on 
a 2-yard plunge. With the score 
7-7, the Tigers were hoping to 
hold the Aggies and take the 
upper-hand on the game. 
Unfortunately, it did not happen 
that way. 
The ensuing kickoff following 
the Tiger touchdown was taken 
by Polee Banks at his own 1-yard 
line. Banks hit the holes perfectly 
and went 99 yards for a touch­
down. That play hurt the Tigers, 
but did not take the wind out of 
the Pacific sails. Steve Mehl set 
Pacific up well with a 43-yard 
kickoff return of his own. 
Henigan led a 12 play, 52-yard 
drive into the Aggie end zone, 
giving the Tigers a 14-14 tie at 
halftime. 
Henigan was 16 for 34 for 155 
yards and 1 touchdown on the 
day. Green had his best game « -as a 
Tiger, rushing for 71 yards and a 
touchdown, while catching four 
passes for 29 yards. Daryl Rogers 
also had a good game on the 
ground, gaining 72 yards on 17 
carries. 
The defense stood out once 
again last Saturday, allowing only 
273 total yards and sacking quar­
terback Cody Ledbetter four 
times. Grant Carter had two of 
the Tiger sacks, and ended the 
game with 11 total tackles. Jami 
Anderson had nine tackles, with 
Darius Cunnigan, Duane 
Thomas, Clint Carter and Jeff 
Dyrek all adding seven. 
The second half started off 
very slowly, as both teams punted 
a total of seven times in the third 
quarter. The Aggies intercepted a 
Henigan pass on the Tiger 32-
yard line and had the ball on the 
1-yard line at the beginning of 
the fourth quarter. The Aggies 
scored a touchdown on the sec­
ond play of the fourth quarter and 
took a 21-14 lead. 
Pacific came right back and 
executed a 13 play, 79-yard drive. 
The drive was halted on the 
Aggies six, and the Tigers settled 
for a Schouten field goal. The 
Tiger defense held its ground and 
forced a punt, which was downed 
on the Pacific 10-yard line. The 
offense went three and out and 
benefited from a 50-yard 
Schouten punt, which pushed the 
Aggies back to their own 38-yard 
line. 
The Aggies took the ball and 
drove 62 yards for a touchdown. 
The 27-17 lead by New Mexico 
State was cut when the Tigers 
scored a quick touchdown, after a 
well disciplined drive by 
Henigan. The Tigers tried an 
onside kick after the touchdown, 
but the Aggies recovered and 
downed the ball. One play and 18 
seconds later, the game was over, 
and Pacific was handed its fourth 
straight loss. 
The Tigers will try to get back 
into the groove this Saturday 
when the team faces Nevada. 
The Homecoming Kickoff is at 
1:35. Go out and support the 
team. 
Conservatism Lives 
on in Stockton 
Alaistair McHugh 
Sports Editor 
Last Saturday's 27-23 loss to New Mexico State marked the first 
time in 10 years that Pacific Football has fallen to the Aggies. The 
Tigers put on a roar in the last two minutes of the game, scoring a 
touchdown with barely any time on the clock. The drive was impres­
sive and the plays gained yardage, but where were these plays earlier 
in the game? 
Pacific has had a low third down conversion percentage all year, 
and Saturday the team got six first downs on 18 attempts. Most of 
these plays were set up when the offense called running plays on sec­
ond down and long. These running plays were successful some of the 
time, but tended to hurt the Tigers. Before the game, it was obvious 
that the Tiger running attack was something which needed help, and 
the run did help the team when it was needed. My only question was 
why did the offensive play-caller not utilize the pass plays until the end 
of the game? 
Dave Henigan has been playing at Pacific for almost five years. He 
is an intelligent quarterback who is not getting a chance to open up the 
field. Conservative plays have killed drives all year and have forced 
the defense on the field when they need extra rest. There could be an 
excuse to the conservative play calling, which is that it controls the 
ball for a long time. The Tigers did have an impressive 13 play, 79-
yard drive, which took almost six minutes. The only problem was that 
five out of the last six plays were runs, and the lengthy drive culminat­
ed only in a Schouten field goal. Why did the Tigers run and not try a 
fade to the comer or a play action pass? Also, there are more than three 
receivers on this team, and it was not until the final drive that we saw 
players other than Brown, Bowers and Weston. Why not put in some 
fresh legs to run a deep post and take advantage of the tired Aggie cor-
nerbacks? In fact, there was one receiver who only saw play at the end 
of the game, even though he beat two Pacific first team defenders for 
touchdowns in practice the week before. Politics works in mysterious 
ways. 
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STUDENT DISCOUNT TRAVEL 
SAVE UP TO 45% 
on Int ' l  Airl ine Tickets 
BRITRAIL •  EURA1L •  AMTRAK 
Adult  and Youth Hostel  Cards 
School Break Tours 
Int ' l  Student ID Cards 
with free insurance 
ONE CALL DOES IT ALL 
TOLL FREE: 1-800-700-7022 
FAX: 805-541-2762 
TRAVEL TIME CAL POLY 
Authorized Student Travel Agency 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
ykArr\eVicWs CoH-eq-e. jj\ 
Are you concerned about the future? 
Do you believe individuals can make 
a difference? 
Are you ready to put your ideas to 
work? 
...then you should know about... 
THE BIG IDEA. 
The BIG IDEA is a new national grant 
program that invites you to take an 
active role in solving today's complex 
social problems. The BIG IDEA will 
provide ten students with up to 
$2,000 each to design and implement 
innovative community service 
projects. 
Sponsored by The Jostens Foundation 
and the Campus Outreach 
Opportunity League (COOL), the 
BIG IDEA is a unique opportunity 
to help others while developing 
leadership skills and personal 
experiences that will last a lifetime. 
Call (800) 433-5184 to receive your 
BIG IDEA grant application. 
Completed applications due November 
19,1993. Winners will be notified by 
January 21,1994. 
A BIG IDEA can change the world. 
The Pacifican 
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Field Hockey Falls in Close Can, 
•feS1 
Alaistair McHugh, 
Sports Editor 
[MA*3E If So 
(PICARP) 
"ZotAUOLE faded, 
V?*%fpPEAF>EDL 
Archania vs. SAE, Wednesday. 
Oct. 27, for the championship. Gauchos FLAG FOOTBALL 
VOLLEYBALL 
took this opportunity to control 
the rest of the match. It was a 
very bad lost for the UOP 
Women's volleyball team whose 
record is now at 9-3 in the Big 
West Conference. 
Junior outside-hitter 
Dominique Benton-Bozman led 
Pacific with 20 kills and five digs, 
followed by junior middle-block-
er Charlotte Johansson with 11 
kills and seven digs. Senior out-
side-hitter Natasha Soltysik 
added 10 kills and 12 digs for the 
Tigers. Junior Setter Lisa Johns 
had 42 assists. 
On Oct. 23, the Lady Tigers 
went to Cal State Fullerton to 
face the Titans, where they won 
the match in three straight games: 
15-1, 15-1 and 15-11. The Lady 
Tigers took charge over the 
whole match by winning it in 58 
minutes. 
Leading in kills was Benton-
Bozmanwho had seven kills and 
four digs, followed by freshman 
middle-blocker Clarissa Clifford 
with six kills and two digs. 
Freshman Setter Sacha 
Caldemeyer had 21 assists and 
six digs. 
The University of the Pacific 
Women's Volleyball will be play­
ing at home on Oct. 26 against 
the University of Nevada. Come 
out and show your spirits. 
Christian Collins 
Senior Staff Writer 
Late October always brings a 
strange phenomenon, beach 
bums and grass rats from all over 
campus decide to bring their act 
indoors. Thirty-eight teams have 
signed up to sweat it out at 
Pacific's Main Gym for the next 
month. 
Men's A should be the most 
competitive ever. Which is large­
ly due to the Men's division one 
team. Nine ex-club or varsity 
players are participating in Men's 
Last weekend was one the 
University of the Pacific 
Women's Volleyball team would 
like to forget. On Oct. 22, the 
Lady Tigers traveled to Santa 
Barbara where they played 
against the University of 
California, Santa Barbara, whose 
record is at 10-0 in the Big West 
Conference. The Gauchos beat 
the Lady Tigers in four games: 4-
15, 17-15, 15-4, and 15-7. The 
second game in the match was a 
crucial game for the Lady Tigers 
and switched the whole momen­
tum of the game. The Gauchos 
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Please don't take this the 
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f\ CROSS THE NATION 
Lying, cheating and stealing: It's 
The Pacifican 
the campus 
ior indicates otherwise," said 
Chris Eskridge, who teaches at 
the University of Nebraska-
Omaha. 
In the surveys, 3,417 students 
at the University of Nebraska-
Omaha were queried over an 
eight-year period (1984-91) 
harsher punishments for their 
crimes. And the problem isn't 
confined to the United States. A 
survey of students in New 
Zealand produced similar results. 
"The students view them­
selves to be high-minded, law-
abiding citizens, yet their behav-
Diana Smith 
College Press Service 
If you've ever wondered who 
commits crime on campus, look 
around. It could be the woman 
sitting next to you in class, or the 
guy who lives down the hall in 
the dormitory. Then again, it 
could be you. 
A series of surveys conducted 
by a University of Nebraska 
criminal justice professor indicate 
that a majority of American stu­
dents — more than 50 percent — 
candidly admit to stealing money 
and property, driving drunk, 
cheating on tests and vandalizing 
property, to mention a few 
crimes. 
Even more surprising are 
results that indicate most students 
also consider themselves to be 
good citizens and think the 
"real" criminals should be given 
84, Issue 8 
iNewsB i 
NATION 
Wildfires erupt in Southern C ; 
With easing winds and cooler tern 
L Were finally able to gain advam 
against 17 ruinous wildfires that 
California. 
So estimates show thai the i 
99 000 acres, with the areas ol Lag 
being the hardest hit. In Laguna Bea 
completely destroyed. 
FPresident Clinton declared Federal 
ties, Los Angeles, Ventura, Riversidt 
making residents eligible for Federi 
595 homes and other structures wc 
damaged in six counties. 
: "The question now is whether wi 
hold the fires within the perimeter," s 
agement officer with the United 1 
Riverside. "It will be at least a wee! 
near secure." 
Open House 
You are just in time to get an 
early start on the festivities of this 
homecoming weekend. 
Every member of the UOP 
community is cordially invited to 
Bannister Hall's first floor Open 
House today, Thursday, Oct. 28, 
from 3 p.m. until 6 p.m. 
The building has been remod­
eled and is the new location of 
the Educational Resource Center, 
Disabled Student Services, 
Supportive Services Program, 
Student Advising Center and the 
Tutorial Center. 
Everyone is encouraged to 
stop by for food and drinks. 
Retirement 
dinner 
planned Saturday, October 30 
on Knoles Field 
10:00 am - 1:00 pm 
A retirement dinner in honor 
of Thomas Cheney has been 
planned for Saturday, Nov. 20, 
1993. Cheney has been the assis­
tant dean and director of coopera­
tive education in the School of 
Engineering for the past 16 years. 
This event will be held at the 
Stockton Hilton. There will be a 
social hour from 5:30 to 6:30 
p.m. and dinner will be served at 
6:30 p.m. 
If you are interested in attend­
ing this dinner please send a 
check for $23 per person, made 
payable to "UOP-Cheney 
Retirement" to Gail Johnson, 
Engineering Co-op Office, Baun 
Hall 105. This will cover the cost 
of your meal plus a gift. The 
deadline for reservations is Nov. 
5, 1993. You are also welcome to 
send any photos and/or written 
memories and thoughts for a 
scrapbook which will be present­
ed to Cheney that evening. 
K WORLD Food Court 
Strolling Entertainers 
Live Music 
Class Reunions for 
1983, 1968 &1952-3 
Costume Contest 
Carnival Games and Booths 
Comedian Alan Ray 
Homecoming Court 
Introductions 
CRIME 
""Officers found 33 open doors 
and windows, and 19 suspicious 
persons were contacted. 
-A new emergency telephone 
has been installed in the first floor 
lobby of Owen Hall. This phone 
rings directly to Public Safety 
and there is no need to dial. 
This report was prepared by 
Jerry Houston of Public Safety. 
All inquiries about the infor­
mation provided in this bulletin 
should be made to the 
Department of Public Safety at 
946-2537. 
